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Up Front
Will Critics Kill Pharma’s Social Media Golden Egg Laying
Goose?
A man and his wife owned a very
special goose. Every day the
goose would lay a golden egg,
which made the couple very rich.

including a mysterious Edelman PR
"office" in a Brooklyn Heights
townhouse and a locked @FaceDepression Twitter account.

"Just think," said the man's wife,
"If we could have all the golden
eggs that are inside the goose, we
could be richer much faster."

“The key lesson here is don’t hire
an agency to implement your social
media strategy especially if that
agency is Edelman,” said Rich
Meyer, author of World of DTC
Marketing Blog.

"You're right," said her husband,
"We wouldn't have to wait for the
goose to lay her egg every day."
So, the couple killed the goose
and cut her open, only to find
that she was just like every other
goose. She had no golden eggs
inside of her at all, and they had
no more golden eggs.
Lately, we've seen social media initiatives by
AstraZeneca and other pharmaceutical companies
sharply criticized by bloggers like me and “disgruntled patients.” Many of my Twitter friends and
other colleagues often cringe when they see us
critics cutting up the goose that they believe is
laying social media “golden eggs;” i.e, projects that
improve their bottom lines.
The fear is that if these first steps by pharma are
too harshly scrutinized and criticized, the drug
industry will shy away from getting more involved
in social media.
At this early stage of pharma social media, internal
pharma marketers depend on outside agencies to
implement their social media programs. Sometimes, disaster results because these outside
agencies are not quite up to the job.
This was most recently illustrated when @AstraZenecaUS asked Twitter followers to "Join the
#depression discussion on the #TakeonDepression Facebook page http://ow.ly/3Zihl".
In an ongoing investigation by "Pharma SM
Detective" (@pharmadetective), AstraZeneca's
"Take on Depression" FaceBook unbranded
discussion application was found to include the
"seroquel" brand name in its URL (see story here:
http://bit.ly/AZTODpost).
Further investigation disclosed other interesting
aspects of AZ's #TakeonDepression campaign,
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Meyer may have an axe to grind
with Edelman PR, but he also has
some good advice: “You can hire
an agency to develop your social
media page (look & feel) but once
developed YOU need to execute
the social media program, not an
agency…”
Meanwhile, Stephanie Andrzejewski, AZ's
Director, Brand Corporate Affairs, responded to
my blog post and said that SEROQUEL was
"inadvertently included in coding in the Take on
Depression Facebook page."
Andrzejewski also said “AstraZeneca is fully
committed to open, honest, transparent, and
ethical social media practices.”
Pharma SM Detective’s mission, which I share, is
to “investigate pharma's social media campaigns
to discover open, honest, transparent, & ethical
SM practices, wherever they may be hiding!”
If these practices fall short of the goal, then bringing them into the open can only help other companies avoid the same mistakes.
It’s been my experience that pharma social media
marketing and PR executives—even those whose
social media programs have been criticized by me
and others—appreciate the criticism and learn
from it. Even some people in a few agencies that
receive social media “golden eggs” from pharma
feel this way.
Being an industry “critic,” however, is tough.
Sometimes, I am personally attacked. But NOT by
anyone inside pharma. More often, I am attacked
by patients who have an axe to grind with the drug
industry or a particular pharmaceutical company.
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I have characterized these patients as “disgruntled,” which I believe is an accurate way to describe
their behavior. Their goal is to disrupt the conversation and not to participate in the discussion.
No surprise here! Patients cannot get pharma to
carry on a discussion on THEIR terms; ie, talk
about specific drugs. They can’t do it even if they
were polite (“non-disgruntled”) about it.
AstaZeneca, for example, started it’s #rxsave
Twitter discussion with these statements: “Re Qs
about subject matter, we are unable to discuss
meds or disease in 140 characters in real time
given current regulations… If you have questions
on medicines or diseases, please contact AZ at
http://ow.ly/3XWj1 or 1-800-236-9933.”
Everyone is wondering if new FDA social media
guidelines will change the “current regulations”
and allow pharma to discuss their products in
tweets. I fear, however, that even with more lax
FDA guidelines, pharma companies will still refuse
to discuss their products in SM forums.
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Even where there is plenty of space—as on
FaceBook—every pharma company acts like an
Arab Sheik, King, or Strongman and controls the
conversation by blocking access (eg, @FaceDepression). To me, that is not an “open, honest,
transparent, & ethical social media practice” and
no “golden egg” as far as patients are concerned.
That’s my opinion and I’m sticking to it!
John Mack, Editor

Follow my friends and me on Twitter.
www.twitter.com/pharmaguy
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